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Power Dialing
Account Placements up, collectability
down? If this sounds familiar, you know
your agency has to work harder than
ever to reach daily and monthly goals.
If you are like many agencies, it simply
boils down to a numbers game. The
more accounts a collector can work,
the more collections they can bring in.
When you add Power Dialing to your
Debtmaster system, collectors can
churn through their work lists faster and
with more accuracy. The system can

keep collectors on pace by dialing
their accounts for them; eliminating the
natural procrastination time that
typically occurs in between accounts.
For High Balance or more complex
accounts, collectors can run Power
Dialing in “Preview Mode” to allow for
more file study time
in
between
accounts.

Increased call capacities means more
dollars collected with the agents you
already have. And because every call
is tracked, you now have the unified
reports to prove performance.

lists?
• Eliminate wasted time in
between accounts with
integrated Paced Power
Dialing.
• Eliminate manual phone
number dialing and
keystroke mistakes with
Click-to-Dial features.
• Eliminate the time-wasting
delays of listening to
answering machines.
 Eliminate guesswork
associated with incomplete
agent productivity reports.
Call activity is tracked and
blended into single-source
Debtmaster reporting.

“For us, the decision
was easy to use
technology over hiring
more collectors”
C. Truman

________________________________________________________________________________________________

Answering Machine Handoff
Statistics show that debtor answering machines can easily bog down collectors with
40% of their calls or more! With Answering Machine Handoff, collectors can instantly
pass those connections along to their own pre-recorded answering machine response
system. Messages can even be customized with the Debtors name via CallThru’s textto-speech engine.
This frees the collector up to place another call without listening to the message or
waiting for the “beep”. In fact, collectors can have as many a 3 or more answering
machines in queue at any given time! Combine Answering Machine Handoff and
Power Dialing for the ultimate contact accelerator.
*Plus, you receive all the powerful features CallThru® has to offer like Voice
Broadcasting, Call Recording, Inbound Call Recognition, and so much more! We
invite you to make the next move and see the power of Comtronic’s fully integrated
Agent Accelerator today!

Please Call Us for a Live
Demonstration! 800-414-2814
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